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New World Situation: New Directions in Concurrent Engineering IOS Press
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the 14th IFIP WG 5.1
International Conference on Product Lifecycle Management, PLM 2017, held in Seville,
Spain, in July 2017. The 64 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 78 submissions. The papers are organized in the following topical sections:
PLM maturity, implementation and adoption; PLM for digital factories; PLM and process
simulation; PLM, CAX and knowledge management; PLM and education; BIM; cyber-
physical systems; modular design and products; new product development; ontologies,
knowledge and data models; and Product, Service, Systems (PSS).

Leadership Within Concurrent Engineering CRC Press
Topics covered include: design technologies and applications; FE simulation for concurrent
design and manufacture; methodologies; knowledge engineering and management; CE within
virtual enterprises; and CE - the future.
Concurrent Engineering CRC Press
The theory of concurrent engineering is based on the concept that the different phases of a product
lifecycle should be conducted concurrently and initiated as early as possible within the product
creation process. Concurrent engineering is important in many industries, including automotive,
aerospace, shipbuilding, consumer goods and environmental engineering, as well as in the
development of new services and service support. This book presents the proceedings of the 21st
ISPE Inc. International Conference on Concurrent Engineering, held at Beijing Jiaotong University,
China, in September 2014. It is the first volume of a new book series: 'Advances in
Transdisciplinary Engineering'. The title of the CE2014 conference is: 'Moving Integrated Product
Development to Service Clouds in the Global Economy', which reflects the variety of processes and
methods which influence modern product creation. After an initial first section presenting the
keynote papers, the remainder of the book is divided into 11 further sections with peer-reviewed
papers: product lifecycle management (PLM); knowledge-based engineering (KBE); cloud
approaches; 3-D printing applications; design methods; educational methods and achievements;
simulation of complex systems; systems engineering; services as innovation and science;
sustainability; and recent research on open innovation in concurrent engineering. The book will be
of interest to CE researchers, practitioners from industry and public bodies, and educators alike.
Transdisciplinary Engineering: A Paradigm Shift Springer Science & Business Media
This work offers a step-by-step approach to the overall concurrent engineering (CE)
development process, presenting both fundamental principles and advanced concepts, while
focusing on rapid product development and cost-effective designs. The book also provides an
introduction to Cost Driven Design, with specific examples on how to minimize expenses by
understanding the basis of product costs. The process of concurrent engineering is explained
from initial planning to production start-up.
What Every Engineer Should Know about Concurrent Engineering Routledge
The proceedings contain papers accepted for the 17th ISPE International
Conference on Concurrent Engineering, which was held in Cracow, Poland,
September 6-10, 2010. Concurrent Engineering (CE) has a history of over
twenty years. At first, primary focus was on bringing downstream
information as much upstream as possible, by introducing parallel
processing of processes, in order to prevent errors at the later stage
which would sometimes cause irrevocable damage and to reduce time to
market. During the period of more than twenty years, numerous new
concepts, methodologies and tools have been developed. During this period
the background for engineering/manufacturing has changed extensively.
Now, industry has to work with global markets. The globalization brought
forth a new network of experts and companies across many different
domains and fields in distributed environments. These collaborations
integrated with very high level of profesionalism and specialisation,

provided the basis for innovations in design and manufacturing and
succeeded in creating new products on a global market.

Concurrent Engineering John Wiley & Sons
Concurrent Engineering (CE) is based on the premise that different
phases of a product’s lifecycle should be conducted concurrently
and initiated as early as possible within the Product Creation
Process (PCP). It has become the substantive basic methodology in
many industries, including automotive, aerospace, machinery,
shipbuilding, consumer goods, process industry and environmental
engineering. CE aims to increase the efficiency of the PCP and
reduce errors in later phases while incorporating considerations
for full lifecycle and through-life operations. This book presents
the proceedings of the 22nd ISPE Inc. (International Society for
Productivity Enhancement) International Conference on Concurrent
Engineering (CE2015) entitled ‘Transdisciplinary Lifecycle Analysis
of Systems’, and held in Delft, the Netherlands, in July 2015. It
is the second in the series ‘Advances in Transdisciplinary
Engineering’. The book includes 63 peer reviewed papers and 2
keynote speeches arranged in 10 sections: keynote speeches; systems
engineering; customization and variability management; production
oriented design, maintenance and repair; design methods and
knowledge-based engineering; multidisciplinary product management;
sustainable product development; service oriented design; product
lifecycle management; and trends in CE. Containing papers ranging
from the theoretical and conceptual to the highly pragmatic, this
book will be of interest to all engineering professionals and
practitioners; researchers, designers and educators.

Product Lifecycle Management and the Industry of the Future
World Scientific
Documents the conference with 57 papers. Among the topics are
a multicriteria decision making approach to concurrent
engineering in product design, a morphological heuristic for
scheduling, multiple-viewpoint computer-aided design models
for automotive body-in-white design, product development pract
Transdisciplinary Lifecycle Analysis of Systems Springer Science &
Business Media
Increasing intensity surrounding globalization of manufacturing and its
competitive environment force a much higher 'expectation' of design as
falling within the 'optimum range of parameters.' This new book explains
how the CE Design process provides a stable, repeatable process through
which increased accuracy is achieved. Section I: The Business Environment
Surrounding Concurrent Engineering Design includes an introduction, asks
'Why' CE Design, explains how CE Design can create a competitive
advantage, and addresses CE Design as a world class manufacturing
enabler. Section II: Concurrent Engineering Design Business Process
Framework looks at CE DesignAs relationship to process management, the
design process, and manufacturability process. Section III: Concurrent
Engineering Design Architectural and Implementation Framework focuses on
CE DesignAs automated infrastructure, and implementation planning for
engineering design.
Advances in Concurrent Engineering CRC Press
When it comes to very highly complex, commercially funded product-
development projects it is not sufficient to apply standard project
management techniques to manage and keep them under control. Instead,
they need a project management approach which is perfectly adapted to
their complex nature. This, however, may generate additional cost and a
dilemma arises because in commercially-driven product developments there
is the natural tendency to limit the management-related costs. The
development of a new commercial aircraft is no exception. In fact, it can
be regarded as an extreme example of this kind of project. This is why it

is especially useful to analyse the project management capabilities and
practices needed to manage them. Cost reductions can still be achieved by
concentrating on the essential elements of some project management
disciplines, to maintain their principal strengths, and combining them in
a pragmatic way on the basis of an integrated architecture. This book
goes beyond descriptions of management disciplines found elsewhere in its
treatment of the architecture integration necessary to interlink product,
process and resources data. Only with this connectedness can the
interoperation of the management essentials yield maximum efficiency and
effectiveness. Commercial Aircraft Projects: Managing the Development of
Highly Complex Products proposes an integrated architecture and details,
step-by-step, how it can be used for the management of commercial
aircraft development projects. The findings can also be applied to other
industrial sectors that produce complex hardware based on design inputs.
Collaborative Product and Service Life Cycle Management for a Sustainable
World American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Presenting the gradual evolution of the concept of Concurrent Engineering
(CE), and the technical, social methods and tools that have been
developed, including the many theoretical and practical challenges that
still exist, this book serves to summarize the achievements and current
challenges of CE and will give readers a comprehensive picture of CE as
researched and practiced in different regions of the world. Featuring in-
depth analysis of complex real-life applications and experiences, this
book demonstrates that Concurrent Engineering is used widely in many
industries and that the same basic engineering principles can also be
applied to new, emerging fields like sustainable mobility. Designed to
serve as a valuable reference to industry experts, managers, students,
researchers, and software developers, this book is intended to serve as
both an introduction to development and as an analysis of the novel
approaches and techniques of CE, as well as being a compact reference for
more experienced readers.

Concurrent Engineering, 1992 IOS Press
Concurrent Engineering is based on the concept that different
phases of a product life cycle should be conducted concurrently and
initiated as early as possible within the Product Creation Process
(PCP). Its main goal is to increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of the PCP and reduce errors in the later stages, and
to incorporate considerations for the full lifecycle, through-life
operations, and environmental issues of the product. It has become
the substantive basic methodology in many industries, and the
initial basic concepts have matured and become the foundation of
many new ideas, methodologies, initiatives, approaches and tools.
This book presents the proceedings of the 24th ISPE Inc.
International Conference on Transdisciplinary (formerly:
Concurrent) Engineering (TE 2017), held in Singapore, in July 2017.
The 120 peer-reviewed papers in the book are divided into 16
sections: air transport and traffic operations and management; risk-
aware supply chain intelligence; product innovation and marketing
management; human factors in design; human engineering; design
methods and tools; decision supporting tools and methods;
concurrent engineering; knowledge-based engineering; collaborative
engineering; engineering for sustainability; service design;
digital manufacturing; design automation; artificial intelligence
and data analytics; smart systems and the Internet of Things. The
book provides a comprehensive overview of recent advances in
transdisciplinary concurrent engineering research and applications,
and will be of interest to researchers, design practitioners and
educators working in the field.
Concurrent Engineering Approach to Complete Non-linear FEA of
an Aircraft Wheel's Lock-ring Springer Science & Business
Media
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Proceedings of the Third IDMME Conference held in Montreal,
Canada, May 2000
Computer-Aided Materials Selection During Structural Design
Routledge
The selection of the proper materials for a structural component is
a critical activity that is governed by many, often conflicting
factors. Incorporating materials expert systems into CAD/CAM
operations could assist designers by suggesting potential
manufacturing processes for particular products to facilitate
concurrent engineering, recommending various materials for a
specific part based on a given set of characteristics, or proposing
possible modifications of a design if suitable materials for a
particular part do not exist. This book reviews the structural
design process, determines the elements, and capabilities required
for a materials selection expert system to assist design engineers,
and recommends the areas of expert system and materials modeling
research and development required to devise a materials-specific
design system.

Concurrent Engineering CRC Press
As a concept, Concurrent Engineering (CE) initiates processes
with the goal of improving product quality, production
efficiency and overall customer satisfaction. Services are
becoming increasingly important to the economy, with more than
60% of the GDP in Japan, the USA, Germany and Russia deriving
from service-based activities. The definition of a product has
evolved from the manufacturing and supplying of goods only, to
providing goods with added value, to eventually promoting a
complete service business solution, with support from
introduction into service and from operations to
decommissioning. This book presents the proceedings of the
20th ISPE International Conference on Concurrent Engineering,
held in Melbourne, Australia, in September 2013. The
conference had as its theme Product and Service Engineering in
a Dynamic World, and the papers explore research results, new
concepts and insights covering a number of topics, including
service engineering, cloud computing and digital
manufacturing, knowledge-based engineering and sustainability
in concurrent engineering.
IT and Manufacturing Partnerships Springer Science & Business
Media
These proceedings contain lectures presented at the NATO
Advanced Study Institute on Concurrent Engineering Tools and
Technologies for Mechanical System Design held in Iowa City,
Iowa, 25 May -5 June, 1992. Lectures were presented by leaders
from Europe and North America in disciplines contributing to
the emerging international focus on Concurrent Engineering of
mechanical systems. Participants in the Institute were
specialists from throughout NATO in disciplines constituting
Concurrent Engineering, many of whom presented contributed
papers during the Institute and all of whom participated
actively in discussions on technical aspects of the subject.
The proceedings are organized into the following five parts:
Part 1 Basic Concepts and Methods Part 2 Application Sectors
Part 3 Manufacturing Part 4 Design Sensitivity Analysis and
Optimization Part 5 Virtual Prototyping and Human Factors Each
of the parts is comprised of papers that present state-of-the-
art concepts and methods in fields contributing to Concurrent
Engineering of mechanical systems. The lead-off papers in each
part are based on invited lectures, followed by papers based
on contributed presentations made by participants in the
Institute.
Advances in Concurrent Engineering National Academies Press
Information System Development—Improving Enterprise Communication

are the collected proceedings of the 22nd International Conference
on Information Systems Development: Improving Enterprise
Communication—ISD 2013 Conference, held in Seville, Spain. It
follows in the tradition of previous conferences in the series in
exploring the connections between industry, research and education.
These proceedings represent ongoing reflections within the academic
community on established information systems topics and emerging
concepts, approaches and ideas. It is hoped that the papers herein
contribute towards disseminating research and improving practice.
The conference tracks highlighted at the 22nd International
Conference on Information Systems Development (ISD 2013) were:
Applications Data and Ontologies End Users Enterprise Evolution
Industrial cases in ISD Intelligent Business Process Management
Model Driven Engineering in ISD New Technologies Process Management
Quality
Concurrent Engineering: Tools and Technologies for Mechanical System
Design Springer Science & Business Media
Unified life-cycle engineering (ULCE), or concurrent engineering, is a
design engineering environment in which computer-aided design technology
is used to assess and improve the quality of a productâ€"not only during
the active design phases but throughout its entire life cycle. This is
achieved by integrating and optimizing the design attributes for
producibility and supportability as well as for performance, operability,
cost, and schedule. This book addresses ULCE approaches to design,
manufacture, and application of structural componentsâ€"especially for
advanced military systems. Conclusions and recommendations to support the
development of an effective ULCE design engineering environment are
presented.
Advances in Concurrent Engineering Springer
The Concurrent Engineering (CE) approach was developed in the 1980s,
based on the concept that different phases of a product life cycle should
be conducted concurrently and initiated as early as possible within the
Product Creation Process (PCP). CE concepts have matured and become the
foundation of many new ideas, methodologies, initiatives, approaches and
tools. This book contains the proceedings from the 23rd ISPE Inc.
International Conference on Transdisciplinary (formerly: Concurrent)
Engineering, held in Curitiba, Parana, Brazil, in October 2016. The
conference, entitled 'Transdisciplinary Engineering: Crossing
Boundaries', provides an important forum for international scientific
exchange on Concurrent Engineering and collaborative enterprises, and
attracts the participation of researchers, industry experts and students,
as well as government representatives. The 108 peer reviewed papers and
keynote speech included here, range from theoretical and conceptual to
strongly pragmatic works, which are organized into 17 sections including:
Concurrent Engineering and knowledge exchange; engineering for
sustainability; multidisciplinary project management; collaborative
design and engineering; optimization of engineering operations and data
analytics; and multidisciplinary design optimization, among others. The
book gives an overview of the latest research, advancements and
applications in the field and will be of interest to researchers, design
practitioners and educators.
Concurrent Engineering Design Gower Publishing, Ltd.
BACKGROUND There is an increasing awareness that 'time to market' is the
key competitive issue in the manufacturing industry today. The global
markets are demanding products that are well designed, are of high
quality and are at low prices with ever decreasing lead times. Hence
manufacturers are forced to utilize the best methods of technology with
efficient control and management accompanied by suitably enabling
organizational structures. Concurrent engineering (CE) is widely seen to
be the methodology that can help satisfy these strenuous demands and keep
the profitability and viability of product developers, manufacturers and
suppliers high. There have been many reported successes of CE in
practice. Rover were able to launch Land Rover Discovery in 18 months as
compared with 48-63 months for similar products in Europe. Because of its
early introduction to the market it became the best selling product in
its class. AT&T report part counts down to one ninth of their previous
levels and quality one hundred times (in surface defects) for VLSI (very
improvements of large scale integration) circuits as a result of using
the CE approach. WHO SHOULD READ THIS TEXT? This book will aim to provide
a sound basis for the very diverse subject known as concurrent
engineering. Concurrent engineering is recognized by an increasingly

large proportion of the manufacturing industry as a necessity in order to
compete in today's markets. This recognition has created the demand for
information, awareness and training in good concurrent engineering
practice.

Industrial Engineering, Machine Design And Automation (Iemda
2014) - Proceedings Of The 2014 Congress & Computer Science
And Application (Ccsa 2014) - Proceedings Of The 2nd Congress
Springer
This working guide shows how to put concurrent engineering
principles into action, using actual case examples from large
and small companies. The case study approach is augmented with
detailed advice and techniques for measuring and analyzing
product and process development data. A must-have reference
for every designer and firm that plans or contemplates this
efficient and profitable method.
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